
Literature Circle Role Sheet 

Connector 

Name:__________________________  Circle_______________________________ 

Meeting Date ____________________  Reading Assignment __________________ 

Book ______________________________________________________________________ 

Connector: Your job is to find connections between the book and you, and between the book 
and the wider world. Consider the list below when you make your connections. 

x Your own past experiences 
x Happenings at your school or in the community 
x Stories in the news 
x Similar events at other times and places 
x Other people or problems that you are reminded of 
x Between this book and other writings on the same topic or by the same author 

Some connections I made between this reading and my own experiences, the wider world, 
and other texts are: 

 

 

 

 


	Name: John Carlo Macapagal
	Circle: John Carlo, Kaiden
	Meeting Date: December 3, 2019
	Reading Assignment: 
	Book: Red Rising
	and other texts are: One connection I made between “Red Rising” and another text is a manga series called  “Dice”. In the book “Red Rising", Darrow, the main character who is in the lowest color is supposed to be dead. Darrow's death was faked and because he's supposed to be dead, he needed a new identity. Mickey is a Carver who agreed to do the procedures on Darrow. Darrow wanted to be a Gold which is the highest color and for that to happen, his body had to be replaced with better ones. He needed stronger bones, better eyes, bigger muscles and much more to be considered a Gold. This book reminds me of the manga series “Dice” because I found that both work were very similar. In “Dice”, there were also a class system, S Ranker being the top, A Ranker second, B Ranker is next and so on. The main character in the series also used to be weak and was getting bullied a lot until he used the dice which allowed him to be in the highest rank. This system is similar in a way that the top Color or Rank rules over the lower classes. In the manga series, people were able to change their body/traits like the Carver changed Darrow in the book. 


